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Abstract (en)
[origin: DE10156859A1] It is known that garments can be pressed with a shirt-like inflatable body (1) that is stretched from the inside and whose
bottom part (2) is connected to a to a blower (6) for inflating the inflatable body (1). The bottom part (2) also has a button-facing stretcher (3) for
fixing the edges of the garments or button-facings to be opened and the buttonholes of a shirt. In order to be able to also press shirt-like garments
that are not opened such as sweaters using said device, the inventive device has a locking device by means of which the button-facing stretcher (3)
can be releasably fixed in a working position near the inflatable body.(1). The button-facing stretcher (3) can also be placed at a distance from the
inflatable body (1) or totally removed from the device in order to stretch and press closed garments on the inflatable body (1).
[origin: DE10156859A1] The inflatable body (1) to support a shirt and the like, for ironing, is mounted to a blower unit (2) for inflation. The lower
section also carries a support (3) at the row of buttons down the shirt to fix the edges where the garment is opened. The support is on a release
mounting to be against the inflatable body in the working position, be detached from it or removed completely to allow a closed garment to be pulled
over the body for ironing.
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